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THE MOBILIZING PROJECT: PROVIDING
INSPIRATION AND A FRAMEWORK FOR CHANGE

Coven the opportunity and a method, a community will respond to caring for its needs

and has within itself the resources to meet these needs.' This statement summarizes the

founding principles of the Bahay Tuloyan (Drop-in Centre) for street children in Manila

Eq)andinq it to 'Given the inspiration, opportUnity and a method' makes it reflect the

philosophy behind UNESCO's mobilizing project to combat illiteracy It is a philosophy

which acknowledges that communities, be they rural villages or national governments,

can find solutions to their problems, bg.t4ten lack the initial spark and framework for

realiiing their potential

The mobilizing protect applied this philosophy to the problem of ilhteracy facing

mans communibes fle«ignizing that illiteracy often stems from a lack of participation

in pnmary education, especially among ccirls and children in rural areas, the mobilizing

projec t aimed at stimulating governments and international organizations to take action

toward an reasipg primary education participation by providing models of success.

Under the protect framework, UNESCO selected six demonstration projects which

were successful in expanding primary education, particularly in rural areas and among

girls The protects, representing diverse geogre.phical areas (Latin America, Asia and

Afncaf, athieved their successes through a variety of educational approaches. Some

addressed the problem by improving the formal education system. Others looked at

complementing the formal education system with non-formal education alternatives

All the protects succeeded in expanding primary school participation to out-of -school

populations, they shared the potential to inspire and to bec nine role models tor other

communities

rri realize this potential, the mobilizing project assisted the six projects in

do( umentinq and disseminating their methods nit u«ess As ,) restilt, wven workshops

on educational innovation, involving over 200 participants from twenty three countries,

were held Doc uments thvering a variety of issues sot h ,1S innovation design and

strategies fc4 street c hildren educators were published, videos which bring to life tlw

\tic i esses iii c. fril lndij, C hind arid Sudan wer e produced

The,,e at Irvines provided educ Mors and poll( y makers not only with new strategies

tor combating problems facing primary- ediR ahon but also with a new visvan change is

issible giving them the inspiration, opportunity and methods overfed to respond from

.vithin themselves to the needs of their t ommunitiec

f1



SIX SUCCESS STORIES

SIX APPROACHES TO THE UNIVERSALIZATION
OF BASIC EDUCATION
As well as providing concrete models for expanding participation in basic education, the

six demonstration protects selected by UNESCO also illustrate the variety of approaches

needed to achieve universal education. There Is no one 'correct model for structuring

education to meet the needs of 0,.'erse populations Policy-makers must adapt

innovations to the context in which they will operate rather than forcing the context to

adapt to the innovations. Rather than trying to force rural children who must work on

farms into formal education systems, the PROPEL project accepted the constraints of the

environment and developed educational alternatives around these conditions.

The following pages provide descriptions of how the policy-makers of the six mobilizing

protects were successful in developing structures to meet the needs of their populations.

In Chile and China policy-makers decided to make improvements within the formal

education system, while non-formal education alternatives were the answer to successful

innovation in India and Sudan, and for educators working with street children.

SIX DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

PROPEL : Developed by the Indian Institute of Education, PROPEL
Pune, India (Promoting Primary and Elementary Education) strives to

increase the demand for primary education in rural areas by
establishing community ownership of education. PROPEL
uses non-formal learning centres to provide access to out-
of -school rural children, especially girls.

900 Schools Project
Chile

joint Innovative Project
Ganzu province, China

The Chilean Ministry of Education uses positive discrimi-
nation to improve the learning conditions of Chile's lowest
performing schools. Protect dimensions include repairing
infrastructures, teacher training, providing materials, and
after-school workshops.

/IP aims at increasing primary school participation through
increasing access to pre-school education, teacher training
and increasing community participation in schools

Qurank schools Examines models for reforming Quranic schools in order to

Sudan bring them into the structure of providing basic education
for all. Strategies include bringing modern sublects into the
urric ulum and training teachers in new methodologies

Village schools
Senegal

Street children
worldwide

6

ooks at mobilizing c ommunity resources in the untver
%attrition of primary education

Aims to document problems of street children, increase
public awareness of the problems and document sci«essful
methods for educating street r hildren



IMPROVING FORMAL EDUCATION
IN CHILE AND CHINA

CHILE'S 900 SCHOOLS PROGRAMME: IMPROVEMENT
THROUGH POSITIVE DISCRIMINATION

title's 900 Schools programme, launched in March 1990, aims at improving education

in the country's lowest performing state primary schools through using 'positive

discrimination to inject these schools with new means of reaching students. The

programme seeks to involve all levels of the educational structure-government,

administrators, and teachers-and to extend into the community s') that all people take

responsibility tor the educational process. The underlying philosophy tor the

pedagogical innovations within the programme is to respect the child's environment

and use it as a springboard for learning The programme implements change along five

dimensions

Improving infrastructures

The most immediately recognizable problem besetting the schools selected for the

programme was the dilapidated condition of school buildings due to broken windows,

inadequate sanitation systems, poor lighting, etc. The physical structure of the schools

did not create a positive environment for learning. This problem was addressed by

investing S4 million in repairing 800 schools. Repairs included painting classrooms,

fixing windows, installing washrooms and bringing in new furniture In addition P-900's

logo and positive slogans such as 'In this school, everyone learns' were painted on school

buildings in order to create a sense of pride and belonging: Making these improvements

created a more positive learning atmosphere for students and helped change c ommunk

ty attitudes as well As poor families accustomed to receiving very little saw the resources

being put into the schools, they became more interested in trying to contribute towards

rebuilding the schools as well. A sense of dignity and pride was instilled within the

communities tor their schools

In-service training

Teacher workshops, held once a week at the schools, provide teachers with new insights

into how to work with their impoverished pupil populations. Teachers are introduced to

more interactive and child-focused teaching methods for irstructIon in reading, writing

arid mathematics The workshops allow teachers to exchange ideas and increase their

pool of strategies for reaching out to their pupils In addition the workshops sensitize

teachers to the social and c ultural backgrounds ot pupils whir h affect the learning

pro( ess

In all areas 01 instruc lion, teachers are en«iuraged to begin from the c Nick experience

in writing, listening and thinking. teac hers draw from the daily experiences of the

hildren, listen to the c hildren s stories of daily life and then in«gporate thew
experienc es into lessons The workshops encourage tear hers to take the children out on

'reading walks' in order to observe written language in the environment such as street

signs, posters and advertisements at the market, thus allowing pupils to relate learning



to their life outside the classroom and encouraging them to he( ome more active padic

spants in the learning proc ess

The workshops (ilso help to increase the teachers confidence in their ability to reach

children Teachers are no longer left alone in the classroom, but have new took and

restored energy to help their pupils As teachers exchange ideas On effective strategies,

they realize the valuable contribution they can bring to the learning process, they move

trorr being passive technicians to active professionals

Special support materials

In order to support teachers in the new methods they are learning in workshops, schools

are provided with special didactic materials tor mathematics, reading and writing such

as flannel boards and flash cards Classroom libraries containing about forty books each

were set up in first and second grades. These libraries stimulate the pupils' interest in

reading by providing easy access to books. In addition the libraries help to link school

with the home environment as pupils are able to borrow books to take home Schools

are also provided with tape recorders so that pupils can record oral stories which are an

integral part of their culture, once again reinforcing the link between their own

environment and that of the school.

Textbooks

Another weakness of the selected schools was the limited numher of textbooks in

comparison with other sc hook The Ministry of Education distributed extra textbooks to

these sc hools 125,000 in 1990 and an additional 185,000 in 1991 The textbooks

were those used in other schcsols

Community involvement

Ihe most innovative part of the programme is the afternoon workshops for children

with learning Mir( ulties which are run by members of the community under 30

1 he workshops are held twice a week for two hours with the goal of raising the

hildren's self esteem, creativity and sense of responsibility towards learning

One monitor from the province of Talagante sums up the obit-it byes of the workshops

tis saying 'We work with children who have learning and behaviour problems, and tow

sell esteem They feel worthless, marginalized and classified as weak We treat them as

people and show them they are valuable to us, thetr family and the community For u,

the r hallenge is to change their at littide, to make them value themselves anti WV they

are ( apable ut doing thtngs

tht, workshops help the ( hildren enrolled . but they ,iIv) help lii establish stronger ties

with the timmunits as the monitors who run them are members of the ommunity

led by the st hook ',Hen lion ( myna vary from region to region, but in general a

sttr .ii1(I,tr su hnol diploma is required to addition to organizing the activities for the

hihiren monows ate l'Xpel tell In keep In IOU( h with the s( hoot dire( kV' and ( fatttn(111)

eslahlith a relationslitp with the familier, in order Ili keep them informed



of the children's progress lii 002 some 2,50O soling commun:t), members were

tra.ned to run the workshops Trio, training hely, to inc reaw 10e outiook of the monitor-.

as ,vell One monitor c.a.,s Before workrng tor the P 000 I didn't hase a fill,Jf I_ Noe. a',

rn(irptsii ; t an become .) teac her s that wh3t I want lo Of)

Keeping the programme flexible

Although, the P-900 programme was developed at the national ipei te, the

(duration. university rewarc hers and non-gosernmental organizations tht it has br

a «ansc loci, effort to prevent the programme implemeritaticin trom developing ,nto

oserwhelminq bureau( far,, At the Lentral level there is a small team (five 'ull-time and

eight part time) ot administrators anci advisors responsible lot managing t hi

programme The team's main responsibility is to ads-Ise lot.)I iii ordiriotors and

provide technll al assistance tot establishing workshops and training While the basic

ramework of the programme is to be followed, lot al co-ordinators aft' t'll«,tlfay-ii Iii

adapt the framework to each school's needs. 13,' allowing for adaptation, schools feel a

greater sense of respot isihilitv for the programme be( ails(' It gives them the opport unit s

to implement their own ideas This balancing of centralization and der entralliat Ho) is

what allows the program continual development as schools adapt the rliain ideas to

their particular circumstances Also, by decentralizing respcinsibilitv. th, P-900
programme achieves its goal of illustrating the tact that education is the responsibilits

of all effort from the «,ntral government, from non-governmental ordanwations ard

from total «)mmunities is needed to make school an etter ove place ut learning lor it

hodren

CHINA'S JOINT INNOVATIVE PROJECT.
(GANZU PROVINCE)

JIP comes to Ganzu province

n 1086 the Chinew government 31111001u to1 ,) nalinnal thandatv 1)\,, tht, end of she

io.-nturv, ail C hawse children would have nine ,t'af WITIptilsory i fioolini 1,1,

p1W.oflt 4, MI% It'll It) de( Ric hoe: best to meet this otiek live hastil on flit neeih, .,f itc

finpulation

Ira I ()Kb, (.30.'0 province in Northwest tuna, with a terrain sary'ng

tAff10,1flit to Jest rt It) high plateau, i onsisted mainls ot a rural populahni) thu it tin

per c cot 1f) rtg ent N,rals, the province had tallerm ht,hfiii-1 in tiq iii ci ()ovum qanding
unit iheo expericro ed food shortages Its enrolment rafp in prithdr, mt. 1(1

(110 hotiotial overdifc and 19).01 0,111,,tii indir 411,t1 1h,t1 It 1.

it it uriiii,ti i tioiI I ts Ilti !III' ..rtnnwrif s flidfifioff f du, At!,,f.

l'IO,frtni 1- tOO101 to OW 11.11111 lloutilfttlyt' PttWi I (VP)

)eveir tiv UN( Pf int 11131 Hew mai t, liar Asn toil 1fir it0 Pf4t 1AP , ,
the i sh iii Aii,Iiaii,i 11' .1u tf ay! 1,) Illy at hI4Af.,)1 IA it,, I of
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children in primary education in Asia Ganzu province was accepted into the programme

in April 1986 following a visit by provincial officials to Thailand and Pakistan to obsenie

PP in action

The JIP framework

llP was founded on the assumptions that there are four leading factors - lack of

preparation for schooling, irrelevant teaching materials, poor quality of teachers and low

community involvement in the underachievement of children in Asia To combat these

problems, lIP developed along four dimensions increase in access to pre-school

education, improve teaching materials and methodology, Improve training for teachers

and increase community involvement.

Pre-school training

The isolation experienr ed by children in rural areas often makes them ill-prepared to

enter primary sthools because they lack the social skills necessary to succeed In

addition, they often have limited exposure to literacy or numeracy and begin primary

school without a background in these concepts, compounded with high expectations of

being able to learn rapidly. This often leads to frustration and eventually a rejection of

the school environment. However, when children have already been exposed to

concepts and given an opportunity to develop social skills, they enter primary school

with realistic expectations and with the capacity to learn.

Recognizing the importance of pre-school, Ganzu province officials invested in

improving access to pre-schools by opening up more pre-schools throughout the

province Access increased from 57.6 per cent in 1986 to 85 per cent in 1988 To

complement the new schools, parents were trained in the concepts of pre-school

education to encourage exploration in literacy and numeracy in the home This provided

children further preparation to entering school and increased parental involvement in

education and helped them to better understand how children learn

Moving beyond 'Chalk & Board'

One criticism of the educational methodology used by Cantu province teachers was its

focus on lecturing from the chalkboard in a teacher-centred style rather than using

active learning methods to engage the students PP in!roduced teachers to innovative

methods which e^couraged active participation and encouraged them to study the

rrli ulum and synthesite their own experience into the curriculum topics, drawing

frc,m daily life when addressing curriculum topics Out-of-class activities were anotner

way of making the learning experience come alive

In order to increase their pool of resouri es, teachers visited other schools to ext hange

ideas they taught one another how to make visual aids with low cmt materials

With the help of PP staff they began publishing a weekly instructional innovations

newsletter to keep ideas flowing This kept tear ne, 5 wellinformed and maintained !heir

niiaRarlii1131 level

11



Improving skills

Although the innovative ideas helped teachers to improve their methodology, it

remained.nec essary to improve the overall level of teachers. Of 120,000 teachers in the

schools, only 70 per cent had four years of secondary training 1he Satellite Education

Centre was established sO that teachers could complete the necessary training Some

5,000 have done so

Mobilizing community efforts

The goal of Cantu provirke was for schools to become a focal point of community

gathering Rather than schools being viewed as restricted areas, officials began

welcoming parents and the community into them Family visits were arranged, school

boards were established parent-leacher cards were created to help keep parents

informed of their child's progress and parent schools were set up to encourage further

development

All these activities led to increased understanding of how children learn and a greater

interest in supporting schools. Among the 100 project schools a total of 500,000 yuan

has been donated from community organiiations and individuals toward improving

facilities, teacher training and other project activities

JIP expands

jIP began in 1986 with 100 schools in Caniu province As a result of its success in better

preparing students for primary education, improving teaching techniques, and

increasing community interest in education, OP has expanded to 1,000 schools in five

provinces Although the four dimensions of the project framework remain, each

provinc e has tailored the individual activities Io meet the particular needs of their

sr hook

NON-FORMAL EDUCATION AL fERNATIVES
IN INDIA, SUDAN AND SENEGAL, AND FOR
STREET CHILDREN

PPOMOTING PRIMARY AND ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

- INDIA'S PROPEL PROJECT

Community ownership of education

Pi4OPt I . begun in 1979 by the Indian Institute of [dric ation, aims at the universalization

of primary and basic education through mohilizinq communities around the need for

film :Ilion The initiatinii philosophy for PROM I. comes from educationalist I r Naik

who holds that the key to educatamal success is in community ownership of education

educ ation and be active participants in the educational

prof ess in order for there to be a demand for education

1 2



Non-formal education; a practical alternative

In addition to rec ognizing the need for community ownership. PROPE t also mei ognizes

the onstraints facing children in rural areas to attending formal schools Due to their

inabilitv to attend school during the day because of work required at home and in the

fields, many children especially girls are missing out on education. It is necessary to

provide practk al, non formal education/alternatives to formal schooling which fa the

context of the children's lives

A combined framework

By combining the concepts of community ownership of education and non-formal

education, PROPEL has already helped 137 villages increase educational participation

through Village Education Committees (VECs) which establish and maintain non-formal

educ ation centres known as Aapla Vary (Our Class) Thew centres wekome students

two hours each evening after the workday has finished and use educational methods

which focus on the daily experiences of the students. In addition to the centres, PROPEL

has aided VECs in creating Child Recreation Centres (CRC) aimed at reaching pre-school

age children in order to initiate them to the learning process and Women's

DeN,elopment Groups (WOG) which focus on child development, health, nutrition and

sii alt/at ion Thus entire communities have become involved in the educational process

reaching toward the ultimate goal of universal eau( ation

Village Education Committees (VECs)

VEC s, made up of individuals from the c ommunity, representatives of the Pan( hayat

(ele( ted village council), teachers and parents, are responsible for assessing and then

prosiding for the educational needs of the village Once assessment is made, VECs seler t

and provide on-going training for teachers al the non-formal education centres, provide

space for the centres, and mobilize parents of non-sc hool-going i hikfren VEC is the

reflection of PROPEL 's philosophy of community ownership

Involving the «immunity rn the educational process results in citizens beginning to

appreciate the value of education and changing their attitudes toward education

This is illustrated in two contrasting comments by parents A mother once said to her

daughter 'Who will help me it you spend all day counting, counting, counting. in that

sc hoof of yoursl Then you come bar k- and get stuck with homework! Didn't I tell you

sc hool is for boys' Girls should be home with their mothers, the little babies and the

But after experienc ing the effects of PROPEL mothers now comment

Wi muo make OW i hildren literate After a!!. ihe,y (an't depend t;t1 farming any Mfg('

Rau" ori. yr-rah( hcre two they tired an d iternatt. i in ome a regular lob', 'Girls should

alsn he taught IC) N't lime independent It's time for them to stand on their own feet

We must eciuc ate our daughters as well as our sons

I his c flange in attitude resolts from parents feeling part iii the procesC rather than

1 3



simply onlookers They become responsible for their c hildren's destiny and are given the

ability to educate their children while at the same timc maintaining the farm which

supports the family It allows them to look beyond the present inw the future and see

a c hange for their children.

Aapla Varg -a place of their own

The magic of the Aapla Vary is the ownership pupils feel toward them lust cis 11 is

important for the community to feel active in establishing education centres it is equally

important for students to feel involved in their education The name itself Our Class

gives pupils a sense of ownership.

Tea( hers enhance this sense ot belonging by developing lessons around the daily

experiences of the pupils Teachers aim to take abstract theories and translate them into

mocrete examples. Mathematics becomes a lesson in buying produce at the market or

determining how much firewood is needed literacy is related to reading street signs

and bus maps

Another critical aspect of the centres' tasks is increasing students' self-esteem and

producing a joy of learning Ill? centres provide the time and space tor children to relax

and enjoy themselves, and to experience the joys of childhood which are otten lost in

their daily lives ot work It is for these reasons that the pupils return each night to the

centres Rather than feeling frustration at not being able to participate due to the

«instraints ot their daily lives, puplis are turned on to education by the enjoyment

expenenc ed at the centres

Expanding to the entire community: Child Recreation Centres
and Women's Development Groups

As parents began to appreciate the value of educating their school-aged children, they

also began to see the importance of providing toys and playtime for their younger

hildren This is what lead to the creation of CRCs These are pre-schools which run for

two hours every morning and allow 3- to 6-yearolds to enter into the educational

process and prepare them for entry into either formal or non-formal primary schools

Teai hers report that as a result of trine spent in these centres, c hildren enter school with

improved social behaviour and physical co-ordination

Another extension of PROM s integration into the community life is WDGt. While the

for tis of these groups is on disc ussing child development, the sessions also introduce

Oiorrief I to issues such as literacy, technology, energy and sanitation As a result women

gain confident e and arl appreciation for education which was once inaccessible to

them Onc- women shares her experience

1 told the women of my village to come to the Women's Croups meetings They c an

learn so many things here, like writing their names reading the names of nut stops and

slatior is I told tneni that they would feel MLR h happier if thi yr don't nave to ask

somebody to help Ihem They realtre the important e of educ ation, and so now they

I Imr regularly to our meetings

1 4



The importance of teachers

PROPt I also re«Nmzes the importance of teac hers within ruin tor mal education

lea, hers are giyen preparatory training before classes begin, whit h is followed by

tegulat n wrvice training sessions These take place in the field and allow teac hers to

ext flange ideas on non-formal teac lung methods At least erght to ten training sessions

ate held each y ear

A change to formal education

These training sessions have not only helped teachers at the non-formal education

centres but are also being requested by teachers in formal schools as they too recognize

the benefits of making «-Jncepts relevant to the students in their classrooms Thus

PROPE t is able to c hange the existing structure through operating from outside.

Mobilizing demand for education

PROPEI has been successful because It had the vision to recognize the importance of

demand tor education All elforts to supply access to education are futile if the

mmmunity does not have a demand for such access By working from a demand rather

than supply approach in planning. PROPEL mobilized demand which in turn brought

the responsibility for education to individual communities. Once communities began to

value educ ation, they were able with the guidanc'e and aid from specialized

organizations such as the Indian institute at F du( ation to create their own supply of

edur ational ,u cess within the framework of Aapla Varg, CRCs and WDCis, thus moving

closet to PROPEI s aim of universalizing primary and elementary education

ADAPTING QURANIC SCHOOLS TO A MODERN SOCIETY IN SUDAN

The development of two systems

rum the arrival of Islam in the seventh century until the arrival ot colonialism in the late

omelet-4+th «,ntury, Quranic sc hoots were the sole educational institutions or Sudan

Their edur tional role Was to provide people with essential knowledge and training for

life within Islamic soc ietv The main methodology employed Was (and remains) the

learning of the Quran, the primary source of the Islamic religion

The arrival of British «ilunialists in the late nineteenth century brought a new form of

edit( atom whir h to( used on sec ular subiec Is SLR h as mathematics and st len( e but did

iii cx( hid(' lilt lea( hint) ot the ()wan aS a stiblut lhe aim of these st hook was to

dot ate people to tH hoic al skills whit h would allow them to Si Ju eed in a modern stale

Rather than attempting to mix the Iwo systems, the government allowed the two

s,,stenis Iii tqierate independently of one other

1 5



Ulu% twt, 1.iarafIvl cdot allot) w,terivs developed One IlKiiSinfl solei on religious

studies, in path( ilial. the teaming of the ()wan, and the other focusing mainly Un a

Western rTlndel hooling As the two systems ran In paraill'i, 11)051 parrnti Wert- I fel.

t o choose between them. some however, particularls in oral areas had no c

only Quranic schc.lols were available in these areas, mainly oecauw

dos emment was not alterested iii universalitind education and local communities

preferred the Quranic sc hours which they trusted

Attempts at combining systems

Ihroughout the twentieth c entury attempts have been made to establish stnK tures which

would allow pupils tel move front One system to another, thus allowing them to follow

both religious and 'modern education While pupils in 'modern' systems had the option

to study in the Quranic school on a part-time basis. Quranic school pupils could only loin

the 'modern' s\.stem if they succeeded in passing a test to prove that they had reached

Urade 4 primary achievement levels, in which case they could continue their education

through the 'modern system' as full time pupils A special scheme for this purpose is

operated by the Ministry of F duration. However, its impac t is imited as it is still umier

expenonentalion Moreover, the matority of the Quranic cc hool pupa% do not like to take

the test and many of those who do take and pass it have difficulties at Crade 5

1990 Universalization of basic education

f ollowing the 1990 World Conference on Education f or All (jorntien;, the Sudanese

government reaffirmed its c ommitment to a policy to provide pnmary educ ation for all

its children However)t that time I S per cent of the primary-school-age i, hildren were

enrolled in Quranic schools and i0 per rent of the children in rural areas. As these

children were not receiving basic education as described in the documents of the

lumber) Conference, there was a need to reach thew children Sin«, attempts to cross

over between primary and Quranic school% had not provided concrete answers, it was

der ided to reform QuranK schools

Characteristics of Quranic schools

In acidition to the emphasis on the tear Nog of the Quran, ()titanic Schools have a

number of other c haractenstics whic h distinguish them from primary sc hools They are

"'mint-1'11h/ cupporled and dire( teci, with very simple budding% and teat hind materials

Classes are of mixed age groups with one leacher trained primarily ill the tea( him; cif

the Quran (urn( ulum focuses on learning of the Qurali Wailing individual institglioil

and peer tear hing Memoniation of the Quran is the ()bier tive nt ear h pupil and oni

511: cessful pupils may go on to study oth« lslamR salvor es At it_le workshop on

Quranic schools field in Khartoum from (.1-)4 January 1991. a oumber of other

I harm teristii s were also pointed out



rhe Quran is taught not as an ordinary text, but as a source of

knowledge, faith, piety, and civilited behaviour

Teaching is individuali/ed and the teacher is assisted by senior students

who take care of supervising the newcomers and teaching them the

alphabet

The Quranic school has the capacity to us ercome the barriers of age

and time It caters for pre-school, primary and adult education with no

restriction on.age, either at entry or exit

1 he students are trained to be self -reliant through working on the

school farm in the rural areas, collecting water and wood, preparing their

own food, washing their own clothes and, in some places, manufacturing

ink and pens from local materials

A reformed QuranK school (an be a model for reconciling tradition

with modernity. Some schools are providing technical and vocabonal

training

The sc hoolday starts at dawn and ends late in the evening for the older

children; tuition and board are free, but parents (an make a voluntary

contribution if they so wish

How some Quranic schools have incorporated new ideas

The main criticisms of QuranK ichools whK h must be overcome for them to be

onsidered as an a(ceptable institution of basic: education are the limited curriculum,

use of memonfation oVer active lc-arm-1g, the lack of adequate extracurricular activities

such as sports, arts or drama which encourage social development and creativity, and

inadequately trained teachers. During the course of the project, it became clear that

Qui'anic schools in Indonesia, Pakistan, Sudan and other countries had started to

modernite their Quranic schools- the curriculum had been expanded to include modern

sublet ts, learning materials and techniques were improved to motivate students; staff

were retrained and new teachers with knowledge in modern subjects were brought in

to work alongside Quran master teachers

In doing this. the QuranK schools did not lose their community spirit, simplicity of style,

mixed age groups or ose of individualved and fver teat hIng Rather, the reform

maintained the model which works well at reaching populations otherwise missed by

the primary schools such as rural populations and adults, ac It enhanced the existing

strut tore so that all on Sudan k an benefit from the combination of religious eclut alum

,inti the deas Of the modern world

As a fr air ei.i up to the Khartoum woikshop, the Sudanese Government took other

I lOin roe tn further ar i eleralr the prof ess of modernopng and developing the
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Quianic school The first measure was the launching of a nauonal protect tor the

in-service training of Quranic school teachers involving thousands of teachers to be

trained primarily in pedagogical practices and school management It will initially run

for ten years The second measure was the setting up ot a high-level committee to

examine wars and means ot developing the curriculum of the Quranic school with the

view to making it more responsive to the material as well as the spiritual needs of the

learners in a rapidly changing world

Bridging the gap

As stated by Professor Awn Al Shanf Qasim in his 1991 report on Quranic schools within

the general education system ot sudan, 'The aim [of improving Quranic schools1 is to

narrow the gap between the two systems of education so that, in the end, they form a

single integrated system, capable of meeting the intellectual, spiritual and social needs

of the nation while at the same time satisfying people's aspirations to life in a modern

world based on science and technology

SENEGAL MOBILIZES COMMUN/TY RESOURCES

Bringing villages together in the Fleuve region

The Fleuve region has been suffering from a draught which has caused extensive

migratioll out of the villages toward large cities and foreign countries In order to help

stem this migration the Federation des associations villageoises de Fouta (f A-F()UTA)

was formed in 1985 The Federation, which currently includes delegates from thirty-

three villages, began with two delegates from twenty-seven villages with the intent of

co-ordinatincj educational resources in the region in order to increase participation in

education and thereby help to improve daily life in the villages and stem migration. The

Federation, supported by the Union generale des travailleurs senegalais en France

TSF ), helps villages to establish literacy and vocational training programmes which

eventually lead to income-generating activities

Mobilizing community volunteers

The key to the Federation's success with Increasing literac y in the region has been its

sii«ess in recruiting local volunteers for the literary programmes The volunteers

mobili/ed include former drop outs and new-literates they continue their Mil( anon

through helj)ing others to leam t asting usually for one year, the initial literacy

programme utibles Ow students mother tongues SSIF)1( h aids IF) the rapid acquisition ot

prai ti( at Mehl( y skills The programme alm) Uses theatre ar tivities h as Song, Clan(

anti S.I(ItS to help learners express themselves e hail( literacy skills art learnol,

learners move to the sec told step of the programme, the acquisition of vm ational skills
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Vocational training to improve the quality of life

following literacy training, students are given instruction in practical skills such as

sc,wing, dyeing arkl health These are skills which will enable the community members

to improve their daily lite and eventually lead to training in income generating activities

The health courses are particularly helpful to the village women, informing them ol how

to better care for their children

Creating a synergy between education
and socio-economic activities

By creating a programme structure along the three dimensions of literacy, vocational

training and inc orne-generating training, the protect illustrates to community members

the !ink between education and success with socio-economic activities. As community

members, especially women, become more informed, their attitudes toward education

change as well Education is not seen as an abstract concept but becomes a practical

means ot survival Villagers realize that if they can learn skills related to farming and

water production they will be able to better meet their own needs They want to learn

to fix water pumps themselves rather than being dependent on labour which may take

weeks to arrive and which is expensive. This inspires the community members to seek

education and become motivated to learn. They realize that through education they

can improve village life rather than having to escape to work in the cities

Increased motivation and improved attitudes

The success of the Federation's efforts can be seen in the increased motivation to learn

and the general improvement in attitudes toward education. The migration rate has

declined and educational participation increased By mobilizing their own resources and

working together on common problems, local villages can create the needed synergy

between education and socio-economic vitality.

STREET CHILDREN: TWO CASE STUDIES

Acknowledging that a problem exists

eture a problem can be solved, it must be acknowledged, for decades the problem of

street children has been ignored, hidden, left off of social policy agenda and lett out

of national statistics. Programmes which tried to assist street children received little or

no funding bet auw of this lack of recognition, and street children lived in fear of polk e

and col Nil agent les who treated then, as a myna( e In he punished father than as

hildren in need of love and assistance

tIowever, in 1990 following the lomtien Conference, tine pioblem of sheet c hildren

ref eived international rec ognition as UNE SC 0 assigned a programme specialist to study

the prohlem The first step towards a solution recognition was taken The specialist's
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work has concentrated on identifying the problems facing street children

identifying the most engaged and eftKient programmes currently working with street

children, providing outlets for an exchange of ideas on approaches towards solving the

problem and then developing a strategy for supporting the efforts of programmes

working with street children

The main assistance an organization like UNESCO can give is linking projects together,

thereby helping them learn trom one another, working with governments to recognize

proLiems with their countries so funding will be provided and promoting pubhc

awareness of the problem so that independent donors and communities will become

active in the solutions

Over the past three years UNESCO has worked toward this effort Workshops have been

held in Manila and Rio de janeiro, and a book about street children in Africa, Fleur% de

f"oussiere, has been published. Twenty-three case studies from Asia, Latin America and

Africa have been prepared tor publication, presenting an overview of the current

situation of these areas where the majority of street children live The follow% are two

examples of the work being done. The first, Lima, Peru, demonstrates the transition

period which must occur between street life and integration back into formal schooling,

the work iorce and family life; and the second, h4anila, the Philippines, illustrates the

Chi !ciao Child teaching method which has been a successful non-formal education tool

used in reaching street children

THE LIMA PROJECT

In 1988 Dwight Ordonez took the first step towards helping the street children of Lima

he began to study the problem His research which evaluated the situation and possible

solutions, was sponsored by rhe Centro de Informacion y Educacion para la Prevencion

del Abiiso dc Drogas (CEDRO) a non-governmental agency created in 1986 fpr drug

prevention. By March 1989 ao intervention programme had been designed and CEDRO

began negotiating for funding and locations to establish 'open homes for the street

hildren of lima In early 1989 a team of eight educators wa; formed to begin the first

contact with the children later in the year In May 1990 the first two homes were

opened By November 1992, five homes had been opened covering Ihe four zones

of Lima with a concentration of street children The programme staff currently consists

of the co-ordinator (Ordonet), twelve administrative staff, twenty-five educators (five

'per house) and a social worker in each house.

Open homes

The goal of each home is to provide a transition period for the children from street life

bac k into mainstream society The set objective is to have eac h child spend no more

!hail teri months within the honw hefore being moved on into sc hool or the work force

and bac k into family lite During this time the child's physical needs of food, shelter,

clothing and medic al assistance are met, and through the activities In the home the

child is gradually nisi ic ialized towards 41 more stable lifestyle
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Redefining culture

The first major obstacle confronting the homes is to reorient the children away from the

bad habits which define street lite On the street children are pressured into taking drugs

because that is the norm The homes attempt to redefine norms and enforce them

using the same peer pressure which is used on the street. The new norm becomes .no

drugs'. Children are made aware of the house rules upon entering the home lhose who

fail to comply face sanctions and possible expulsion to be dec ided jointly by the children

and adults of the home

Because of the difficulties in convincing children to conform to the new norms of the

homes, there is a continual mix of 'stable and 'instable' children in the homes This can

have positive and negative effects as one group influences the other However, it is

important that the project staff adapt to this dynamic, for this is what prevents the

homes from becoming 'closed' environments where children who have more difficulties

in becoming 'stable' are not allowed the time to develop at their own pace

Socializing activities

As for all children, an imre)rtant part of social development is participation in sporting

and recreational activities which stimulate interest and challenge children to use their

abilities. The children can play sports such as football, basketball and volleyball Teams

are organized at each home and games are arranged between them. Each home also

provides television and video equipment, art studios for painting and music workshops

for learning how to play an instrument. All of these activities allow the children to relax

and express themselves, developing self-discipline as they attempt to master skills and

build self-confidence.

Another important activity is the requirement of participating in manual crafts for two

hours per day Children make bracelets, stuffed animals and braided fabric which are

then sold at fairs Again these activities give children a sense of pride in themselves for

completing a task and give theM a sense of accomplishment.

With the development of these social skills, children become ready to move out into

society

Working with schools

After about three months in the home, children are able to develop behaviour patterns

and habils which arc suitable to the school environment, but this does not mean the

schools are ready for the children Project staff lace the bureaucracy of registering pupils

and students without birth certificates, identification, or proof of previous schooling into

local s hoots Once this is a« omplished, pupils and students are not always warmly

weir rimed by sc hool administrators, teachers and other ponds and students who are not

a« ustomed to the special needs of the new children To help ease the transition,

project workers have written two( hures for school staff to explain the special needs in

order to better prepare them and to em ouraoe a warmer reception
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Entering the work force

All children 14 years or older are required to participate In job-skills workshops such as

auto mechanics, sewing, ceramics, baking, textile fabrication, etc These workshops

offer children the chance to acquire marketable skills In adc.;?tion, the project staff try to

place the children in part-time jobs in local stores or companies. Again, staff face the

same obstacle of ignorance when approaching potential employers as in the schools. So

brochures are distributed in an attempt to educate employers in overcoming their hesi-

tant attitudes toward the children. Public ignbrance is one of the biggest obstacles

lacing these children as they try to regain their lives Their efforts are futile if soCiety will

not welcome them back

Returning to families

One of the toughest lobs for the social workers at the homes is reuniting children with

their families Most children have not lost total contact with their families, but most left

because family conditions were not good Working on weekends and entering 'shaky'

neighbourhoods. social workers attempt to negotiate conditions within homes so that

children can return successfully. Often children are not placed with the nuclear family,

but return to extended family members. However, even if the family setting fails,

children can immediately return to the open homes rather than being forced back into

the street

Results

After two years in operation, the five homes in lima have welcomed, tor come penod

of time, QO per cent of the street children in the four d,fined zones. Some 25 per cent

of the children have been reunited with their farmlies and 30 per cent visit their families

on weekends, 30 per cent are back in school Due to the success of the programme,

CEDRO is trying to extend its efforts to other Peruvian cities and will begin a pilot

programme to improve working conditions for child labour.

'CHILD-TO-CHILD' INSTRUCTION IN MANILA

The Manila dropan centre contrasts to the lama project in that the majority of the

htldren on the streets in Manila are not children 'of' the streets /0 per cent of them

return home each night and only 5 per cent have no contact with some type of family

structure Most of these hildren are on the streets duffing the day due to economic

hardships whir h force them to leave formal schools in search of income to support their

families Many work as domestic help or sell goods on the street, however, increasing

numbers turn to begging, scavenging, prcn tution and picking poc kets to survive

These children's educational needs must be met if they arc to move beyond their

urrent situation
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A community helps itself

A large concentration ol the street children are in the Ma late area, the centre ot Manila's

tourist area The Ma late Catholic Church began working in the area with its Basic

Christian Community (BCC) from which developed the Bahay Tuluyan (Drop in Centre)

to meet the educational needs of street children The BCC and Bahay Tuluyan operate

on the same principles

Every community has within itself the resources to (are for Itself

Ciiven the opportunity and a method, a community will respond

to caring for its needs

The most effective education is when children learn from their peers

Based on these principles and after help from the Australian embassy in repairing the

church parish building, the Bahay Tuluyan opened in September 1988 with a staff of

four young professionals and a young couple with small children who play the role of

house mother and father. The staff, assisted by tumor educators who are street

children who have been trained by the centre carry out basic education classes, day

(ctre vocational classes, a theatre arts group, a participatory research team and peer

counselling.

Junior educators

Deriving from the premise that children learn best from their peers, the (entre began

the Junior Educators training programme in which older children who regularly attend

the centre programmes are selected to receive instructional training in order to educate

the younger children at the centre. The training involves instruction in syllabus making,

lesson planning, teaching methodology, communication ;kills, human relations training

and documentation

In addition the tumor educators have the chance to attend special seminars in

leadership, value formation, self-discovery and other issues to help in their

development. Once the tumor educators have completed training, they become lunior

staff members at the centre and assume responsibility for running classes and

documenting the children's progress

Non-formal education

the «,ntre employs non-formal education tec hniques rather than the formal school

methods which did not fit with the needs of the street children At the centre children

are not required In pay for servic es or materials, no uniforms are required and the

or;Ir flirr IN flexible These are all element', within the formal sc honl svcirm whit h drive
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out street children because of lack of money tor supplies and uniforms, and Me need to

work and attend sc hoot simultaneously

The structure of school is not the only difference The methodology is also adapted to

be more interactive, thus engaging the students in activities. Also, lessons are related

to their experiences As many sell goods on the street, mathematics is taught in terms

of this daily function Art and drama are used extensively to allow children a wi.4 to

express themselves Pupils are not graded on performance and have an opportunity tor

self-evaluation as well as evaluating their instructors, the methods used and their peers

This 4vay children develop at their own pace and there is a low drop-out rate because

pupils feel a sense of belonging to the educational process

Centre activities

In addition to the basic education classes provided, the centre also sponsors a number

of other activities designed to improve the future prospects of the street children

It provides day care and pre-school classes for toddlers whose parents work in the area and

cannot afford to pay for day care. Pre-school prepares the children to enter formal schooling

and works as a preventative measure against more youngsters taking to the street.

The Theatre Arts Group provides children an outlet for expression. It encourages them

to develop plays around their life experiences, which in turn allows them to express

often difficult experiences of abuse- and neglect, it is also an effective medium of

communic ating these circumstances to the public in order for action to be taken.

Vocational classes in electricity, typing and sewing allow students to gain valuable skills

for future employment away from the streets The electricity course is taught by a tunior

educator who was sponsored by the centre to complete formal training to become

a professional electrician Now he is sharing his knowledge with others and serving as

a positive role model

The ceotre is beginning to involve junior educators in peercounselling training so that

they can better help their peers The centre is also involving children in research on the

issues facing street children, realizing that they can bong first hand insights often
overlooked by adult researchers These programmes help the children involved to

become actise and valuable members in their community while at the same time
serving a number of their peers

Winning twice

Bec allse of its philosoph%, that a ommunity can help itself if given the right direction,

the Bahay Tuluyan Is winning twice it is helping children receive basic education and,

lising community members to do this it is increasing the pride within the
ommunity to continue learning
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DEFINING THE SETTING

ith the assistance of UNESCO held offices, protects were identified and then documented

to crystallize years of work which provide- examples to other educators in developing

programs. The documents present the geographical, cultural and political factors which

characterize the setting in which each protect operates In Chile, the Ministry of

Education is recovering from decades of military control. The policy-makers in Ganzu

province, China, are faced with meeting a national mandate on education The

government of Sudan is trying to balance between the needs of Islamic culture and the

demands of a modern society The description of these factors helps to define why

certain strategies work in one situation, but not in another This issue was brought into

focus at the workshop in Chile on innovation design which recognized the

interdependence of educational innovation and larger social policy

Guiding principles

Beyond describing the setting, protect documents also present their protect's guiding

principles These principles are what help to form the framework fdr each prorect In

India, PROPEL stems from the writings of P Naik wh6 presumes that innovation must

view education from the demand side rather than the supply side So PROPEL developed

a framework aimed at increasing demand for education over increasing the supply, that

is based on the premise that schools without students serve no purpose Chile's 900

Schools protect developed from the concept of 'positive discrimination' The Ministry of

Education decided to invest more Into the lowest performing schools in order to Increase

achievement levels In Manila, the Bahay.Tuluyan utilizes teaching methods in harmony

with its guiding principle that children learn best from their peers

implementation

Once the principles are laid down, descriptions of protect implementation are given

Concrete information pertaining to hours of class time, teaching methods, training

methods, materials used, funding for.protects, community activities, and management

structures is given Educators learn that IIP in Ganzu province developed a weekly

instructional innovations newsletter to keep teachers up to date on new methods, In

Indio Village Education Committees were formed to monitor education in each village

In Chile, after school workshops two hours two days per week run by community mem-

bers were established These are all practical ways of how principles were transformed

tion By reailinci 1 hose ideas edlitators i an analyse Vat h iiiii felt, step. reflect on

I1S merits and feasibility Ni their own situations, and then make necessary adjustments
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MOBILIZING PROJECT VIDEOS

CHILE: Chile 1991: Los Arms del Cambio

(30 min)

produced bs UNESCO, 1992

CHINA: IIP: Raising Achievement Level of Children in Primary Education

(60 min)

produced bs the Institute of Educational Research of Ganzu Province

in cooperation with UNESCO, 1990

INDIA: AAPLA VARG A place of our own to grow

(30 min)

produced by UNESCO, 1993

SENEGAL: May the Night be Short

(60 min)

produced by UNESCO, 1992

SUDAN: ro he produced by UNESCO

before Implementing The key is that the documents are filled with ideas ideas which
stimulate new ideas In IIP teachers were introduced to new interactive teaching

methods whic h lead them to create new low-cost materials One idea leads to another
and so on. The documents give methods which stimulate new inspiration

Adding spirit

The videos produced (in Chile, China, India and Sudan) by the mobilizing profect bring

life to the facts and figures within the documents They allow viewers to enter the
schools and communities of the protects. Ihe engagement gained -from active
partic !potion can be seen on the children's faces Viewers watch community members

laying bricks of a new school building in China; they hear the voice of a young Chilean

student given c onlidern e by after school workshops that she can become a tournalist,

they sit on the floor of a lantern-lit gazebo with young Indian girls studying mathematics

after a long day's work Viewers traverse the fields with these same girls as they herd

goats while also collecting leaves and rocks to be used in the evening lessons

Although it is difficult for viewers to recall all the words and information provided in the

v idei is, the-v do remember the spirit brought through the sounds and images
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DISSEMINATION: WORKSHOPS

An exchange of ideas

On( e the achievements of each of the protects had been documented, dissemination

workshops were the trigger to start the flow of Ideas envisioned within the mobilizing

protect Each workshop brought together a minimum ol twenty participants from

at least five countries (or regions in large countries such as China and India).

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOPS

Workshop

PROPF t Mobilizing Workshop

Management Of Educational

Innos,atiorr,

min Amen( an I, onf creme on

'Street Chifdren m Conflict with

the 1avI

Date and No. of Participating
location participants countries

1S 20 March 1993 20 India, Nepal, Sri Lanka

Pune, India

9 12 November 1992 20 Chile, Brazil, Colombia,

Santiago, Chile Mexic o, Trinidad

8 11 November 1993 81 Brazil, Argentina.

Rio de janeiro, Brazil Chile, Peru, El Salvador

Asian Regional Workshop for 1 11 September 1993 21 Cambodia, Indonesia,

Training Street Children Fducators Manila, Philippines Philippines, Thailand,

Viet Nam

National Dissemination Workshop 24 28 September 1993 30 China (6 provinces),

no loin! Innovative Protect on Ganzu, China Nepal, Bangladesh,

Ralyng Achievement Level of lapan

C.. hddren ir Primary Education

Regional Seminar of I xperts on 20 24 lanuary 1991 2 2 Sudan, Indonesia, Chad,

Ouranic Sc hoots and their Role in Khartoum, Sudan Mall. Mauritania

the I Iniversalization and Renewal

of Basic F rIte Mum

Al dn f dirt at ion At tors SO( al

Rept-1111m bon and International

Relat., ins

26 10 April 199 3 300 Benin, Burundi, Senegal

Dakar, Senegal
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The participants gathered for an intensive week of discussing philosophies toward

the universalization of primary education, presenting models of innovation, exchanging

experiences and developing plans for implementing strategies gained during the

workshops Along with the concrete information provided through case presentations

and site visits, the workshops were a time for human contact, for igniting spirits

Together, participants inspired one another and received encouragement and renewed

energy to continue their work. As UNESCO education specialist in India said, the work-

shop was valuable as 'an exchange of ideas which can become a springboard for new

ideas and new thinking'.

GENERATING NEW THOUGHT: WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS

PROPEL Workshop: towards a new framework for basic education

hrough examining issues such as micro-level management of school systems through

use of village councils, non-formal education structures, curriculum analysis of non-

formal verses state curriculum and teaching methods used in delivering curriculum, the

PROPEL workshop participants defined a new framework for conceptualizing basic

education. They concluded that when developing innovations, one should consider self-

fulfilment of individuals as the goal of education, the state responsibility for providing

access to education. universalization as creating learning opportunities, education as a

holistic learning experience, development of relevant content, building community

ownership and, most importantly, mobilizing demand for education

Mobilizing demand for education is the guiding principle of the PROPEL profect. This is

a principle which acknowledges that opening schools is not enough; society must value

schools as well In planning educational change, educators must examine the reasons

why students relect schools Is it due to irrelevance of curriculum, a lack of awareness

of the benefits of education, interference with daily survival, an inability to envision

a diiferent future, or lack of active engagement? It is only after the reasons have been

recognized that innovations of value to the society they are meant to serve can be

implemented

The most encouraging outcome of the PROPEL workshop was the Indian Secretary of

Education's intent to sponsor two or three similar workshops in the future for non-

governmental organizations, large-scale externally-funded prolects and government

offices involved in Education for All A UNESCO specialist reported that 'Central Gov-

ernment's intention to organize these workshops indicates that the UNE SCO/Ilt

Mobilizing workshop has already had an Immediate mobilizing effect

Chile: a fresh look at innovation

The purpose of the workshop on Management oi Educational Innovations was to

develop criteria for the design and implementation of innovation This oblective was

achieved by andisrsing the structure of current innovations, in particular Chile's 900
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Schools protect Analysis ol the project involved discussing innovation as part ot general

public policy which, in the Chilean context, was poll( y aimed at utiliiing positive

discrimination to reduce poverty and at increasing community park ipation in schools

f hts perspectise provided workshop participants with 'a fresh look at innovations by

re«)gnizing the interdependence of innovations to larger social policy

the outcome of the discussions was the development of a framework tor looking at

innosation in a larger social context

1) intended actions

2) design

3) design

must consider

must consider

must consider

criteria for success

(political support, economic.,

conditions, available resources)

conditions of implementation

(opportunity linked to political,

institutional, academic time frames)

conditions for realitation

(factors such as feasibility, credibility,

trust, communication, competence

and compromise)

When designing educational Innovations, polimmakers must consider the larger social

ontext in which the education system operates. Decisions made on a general level will

have implications in developing educational programmes; the 900 Schools prolect

resulted from the general policy decision on positive discrimination

Street children workshops: general policy and practical strategies

Two workshops were held in 1993 which addressed the problems of street children and

brought together professionals working in different areas to discuss strategies and

kolut Ions One, held in Rio de Janeiro, concentrated on general public policy toward

street c hildren and focused particularly on the role of police officers. The other, held in

focised on exchanging ideas on intervention program% aimed at providing

haw educ anon for street children The latter workshop's focal point was the Manila

bawd Bahav luluyan whit h uses non formal educ ation ter hniques centred around

hild to (NO learning

Rio de Janeiro

teld at the State University of Rio tie Janeiro all-RD, the latiri Amen( an C onference on

\Peet hildren in Conflict with the law' brought together professionals from law

enforc ement (polit e), soc ial wrvic es (lcistic e) and education as well a% reprewntauves

friim international organliations the tinited Nations children's f umi OINK f ),
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UNESCO and the Bureau Internationale Catholique pour rEnlance (BICE) The oblective

wa '. to discuss ways in which the three types of agencies c ould co-operate toward the

goal of bringing more street children back into mainstream society One of the mafor

threats facing street children is poor treatment by police officers due to
iiiisunderstanding about how to deal with the children

The conference aimed at discussing ways in which universities could become involved

in the training of police officers to better equip them to deal with street children

Democratic strategies and practic es for maintaining civil order were also considered

The results of discussion were a recognition of the need for continued collaboration

among Latin American countries and a recommendation to develop police training

programmes at the university level

Manila

1 he Asian Reginal Workshop for Training Street Children Educators brought together

educators involved with programmes aimed at educating street children. Included

among the educators were four 'Junior Teachers ranging in age from 10 to 17 who

were trained in Child-to-Child pedagogy

The obiecoves of the conference were to share experiences in teaching methods, to

identify topics and activities to be included in lessons tailored to the needs of street

children, to learn and observe from concepts implemented in the Philippines and to

prepare follow-up plans of how to take ideas back to home countries

In addition to meeting the obiectives of the workshop, participants were particularly

enlightened by the four lunior educators who embodied the success of the C

Child pedagogical method taught during the conference Participants also felt they had

received recognition for their work done in this field and this in turn provided them

restored energy to continue their work.

Joint Innovation Project Workshop: further development of JIP

Held in Canru Province, China, the lIP workshop brought together educators for the

purpose of sharing experiences on OP and exploring effective means for future

development During the workshop participants agreed that the keys to IIP's success

were its focus on pre-school education, on community involvement and on teacher

education Participants noted that all Chinese provinces in which the programme is

running have established pre-schools in conjunction with primary sc hoots and have set

up teacher in service training

Participants disc- c wered that innovations had taken pla«, beyond the !IP framework One

was the use of low-cost materials in developing teaching materials. A result of training

rec eived In effective teaching strategies, teachers created the materials on their own

initiative In addition, a programme for en( ouraging of slow learners has been imple

merited in one of the VP hools This programme attempts to c hange teachers'

attituift-s towards a«epting huldren with various learning capacities which is in line

with I INT S( 0 rut ILISIvt' education' approach to special education
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At the end of the workshop, educators wanted to see the programme expanded to

more Chinese provinces. They listed areas of improvement for the provinces already

involved in the programme. These improvements included the need to develop

educational funds, upgrade the quality of education, train principals and community

leaders, pace greater emphasis on community participation, enhance pre-school

education and further improve teaching methods and materials.

Participants left the workshop with new insights into OP gained through discussion of

achievements in various schools.

Quronic Schools Workshop: can Quranic Schools be
utilized to deliver basic education?

Held in Sudan, the Regional Seminar of Experts on Quranic Schools and their Role in the

Universalization and Renewal of Basic Education brought together experts from

countries concerned with the potential role for Quranic schools in the universalization

of basic education. As no concrete model has been established, the objectives of the

seminar were to study models of existing Quranic schools, examine strengths and

weaknesses of the schools, examine the main areas for modernization and agree on a

model for the schools which allows for two fun( tions, learning the Quran and Islamic

principles, and learning modern sublects

In his opening speech to the participants, Dr. Abdelwahid Abdaliah Yousif of UNESCO

stressed the need for governments, in providing basic education for all, to develop
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Lomprehensive educational framework which incorporates formal and non formal

educational structures. 'This is because the basic educational needs of children, young

people and adults are highly varied and must be met by means of equally diverse

educational systems

The outcome of the seminar was a number of recommendations concerning policy,

administration, curriculum and teachers, including the following.

Policy: Governments should incorporate Quranic schools into basic
education policy

Administration: Departments with the Ministries of Education should be established

to oversee the Quranic schools and establish parent councils for
each school to provide support to the schools.

Curriculum: New curricula must be drawn to Incorporate the goals of Quranic
and modern sublect education.

Teachers: In order to train Quranic teachers in modern subiects, teacher
training colleges should introduce special programs for Quranic
school teachers and administrators.
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THE ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS

A review of the six mobilizing projects underlines how different they
ore and yet shows how some elements seem to be common to oil. Some
of these common elements deal with new teaching methods, adapting
to culture and involving the community.

NEW TEACHING METHODS

Active participation

Whether instruction is being given in a formal classroom or at a community drop in

centre, all protects stress the importance of training teachers to use active pedagogical

methods Teachers are shown how to move away horn chalkboard lecturing towards

interactive discussions with their pupils In-service training programmes teach teachers

that learners will achieve more and have a higher interest in learning when they feel

engaged in the work Classrooms should be a place where children can express their

thoughts and ideas by speaking with teachers and peers leachers need to use visual

materials which help children use all their sensory systems to comprehend new topics

Using these tec hniques, teachers move from being instructors of information to

her oming facilitators in the learning pro( ess who guide children in be«)ming lifelong

learners.

Focusing on the child's world

Another common element addressed in teaching-training programmes is the need to

value the child's environment by relating lessons to it. f his engages pupils in the learninu

process by making education relevant to their experiences By taking the children

outside classrooms to read street signs and calculate purchases at the market, students

niake the connechon between «)ncepts taught in the classroom and:their everyday lite.

By using children's stories as the hose for writing assignments, teachers validate those

experiences Children's self-esteem increaws as their c ulture IS recognized within the

edu( ational process

By implenwnting the new tear hing strategies, teachers increase the level of interests in

their students I du( ation is no longer something done to pupils in a foreign

environment, instead it is an active pnic ess for which pupils are responsible and which

woven within their daily expenenc es



ADAPTING TO CULTURE

Non-formal education

Recognizing that formal education cannot meet the needs of all children frees

governments to develop education systems which are a combination of formal schools

arid non formal alternatives The non-formal alternatives allow children to attend school

in the evening, a few hours per day or between harvest seasons These alternatives are

what allow policy-makers to adapt to the constraints of rural farm life or life on urban

streets Without them, educational structures do not have the flexibility to educate all
people

COMMUNITY COMMITMENT TO EDUCATION

A key element within the protects was the ability to mobilize communities around

education Without community support most innovations will farl because it is the

community that will encourage or discourage educational participation If parents are

committed to education, they will send their children to schools, if businesses are

committed to education, they will offer financial support

As was concluded in the workshop on educational innovations in Chile, st hoofs cannot

exist in o vacuum, separate front the larger social context They must become an integral

part ot the communities they serve. The administrators in Ganzu province discovered

that by opening school doors to the community, they gained emotional and financial

support B making villages responsible for administering education in rural India,

PROPEL r handed parents attitudes toward education going to school was no longer

reqaided as less relevant for gels but rather as an Important means tor improving the
tioure of their daughter's lives

Regardless of appmac h formal or non.formal education all six protects were

suc«,ssful because they trained tem hers in how to make education rome alive for their

;Rinds, they respected the ulture of the ( ommunities they were serving and, rather than

imposing hange, they taught communities how to help themselves, whir h in turn
inspired commonities to her ome r ommitted to cidiu anon for all



KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE

'Congratulations for the results of the Mobilizing Workshop I am impressed by the

similitude of approaches in India and Latin America It seems that the PROPEL model has

common elements with Escuela Nueva in Colombia and that the Sciences project in

PABAL can be compared with similar experiences in LAC

'jet us exchange materials on future evaluations of these types of projects

This memo, written 18 October 1993 from Latin America to India, embodies the spirit

of the mobilizing project, a spirit of co-operation among educators to share ideas and

experiences. Through this exchange educators discover the common elements of

successful innovation such as teacher training, adapting to environments, and gaining

community support. In addition, they become aware of general theories seeing

education within the larger social context and creating a demand for education before

c reating a Supply

The mobilizing project has shown educators that they can learn from one another and

inspire one another. They have the ability to universalize education from within each

community and need only initial frameworks to realize their potential.

Universalization of education will not be achieved through the implementation of one

'right' method, It will be achieved as communities recognize the value of education,

work in co-operation with one another to share and develop methods to meet their

educational needs, and then strive within the limits of their own resources to educate

the members of their communities

The mobilizing project has ignited the spirit of co-operation among communities and

has provided initial models for success. It is now up to educators worldwide keep the

spirit alive in their attempts at education for all
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